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In a recent 30-day test of
hundrec's of Camel smokers,
noted throat specialists reported

OT ONE SINGLE CASE OF
THROAT IRRITATION

According
Nationwide

to a
survey:

MORE DOCTORS
SMOKE CAMELS
than any other
cigarette
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And when three
leading independent
research organizations
asked 113,597 doctors what
cigarette they smoked,
the brand named most was
Camel!

His mild can a cigarette be? Make the 30-day Camel
mildness test—and then you'll know! A similar test was
recently made by hundreds of smokers. These men and
women smoked Camels, and only Camels, for 30 days.
Each week, noted throat specialists examined the throats
of these smokers. And these specialists reported not one
single case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels!
Put Camels to the test yourself—in your ““T-Zone.”
Let YOUR OWN TASTE tell you about the rich, full
flavor of Camel’s choice tobaccos. Let YOUR OWN

THROAT

give you the good word on Camel’s cool, cool
Money - Back
¢
,

Guarantee!

Try Camels and test them as you smoke them. If, at
any time, you are not convinced that Camels are the
mildest cigarette you ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund its
full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed)
R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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IL ts Cousummated
The

illustration

is a

copy

of

*

the

new

*

painting

in

the

*

is participa-

to the disciple, ‘Behold thy Moth-

tion in His own life, in the very life

er.” In the most solemn moment
of His life, Christ makes these state-

“Tt is consummated.” With these
words Christ ended a life of perfect
love, for the glory of His Father and

great.

for the salvation of mankind. Truly,

men back to God. Christ becomes
the life of our soul, in order that in
Him, through Him and with Him
we may live the life of children of

He could look back on His entire
life and say that everything was accomplished as it should be. Even
though He was hanging on the cross
in apparent shame and failure, in
reality, Christ accomplished His mis-

of God.

‘This great gift

In this way, He was to lead

and

It could

Eve,

er.

love.

this gap of

contention

through

on the Cross, He gave us the perfect
example of love. Love, in Christ,

God

His entire life led towards Calvary.
Everything was a preparation for this
supreme act of love. “Greater love
no man has than that he lay down
his life for his friends.”
We can never fully appreciate
what Christ did for us; we can only
realize that Christ gave us something

Page 2

was

really

the

spiritual

moment

of His life.

Mary.

that

Mary

It was the will of
be the instrument

through whom Christ, our Life, be
brought to the world. Considering

was true love, because it ended in
sacrifice, which is the sign of true
love. The lover does everything in
his power to please the beloved; he
is unselfish with his person in order
to fulfill the will of the beloved.

As it was, Christ chose the hard way;

cherished.

A mother is one who gives life.

conception in the womb of the
Blessed Virgin, until His last breath

tortures of the Passion, or He could

be

As stated above, Christ is the life,
because it is by Him and in Him
that we live the life of children of
God. Christ, our life, came to us

by

merely have willed our redemption.

Mary

most solemn

From the first moment of His

It is evident that Christ loved us
to the highest possible degree. He
did not have to shed His blood for
us, but His Father willed it. He
could merely have appeared on earth
without going through the terrible

can

wished to proclaim this fact in the

God and

man. When Christ came to earth as
true God and true man, He was to

bridge

of Christ

Mother of mankind from the moment of the Incarnation, but Christ

not rise to God;

there was a gap between

words

sentative of the human race, and
when Jesus gave Mary to him as
Mother, He gave her to us as Moth-

the human race was absolutely helpless to accomplish anything worthy
of God.

ments. The last words of a dying
person are always cherished as most
important. How much more the last
‘They were the words of God. In
this scene, St. John was the repre-

sion perfectly; He redeemed us.
After the fall of Adam

Chapel

U. D.

this, we can understand what Christ

meant when He said, “Behold thy
Mother.” In giving Mary to us as
Mother, Christ invited
her in union with Him.

us

to love

Father Chaminade, founder of the

God.

By giving His life for us, He

Society of Mary, recommended that

established us in the love of God; it
is our duty to remain in this love.

at three o’clock in the afternoon all
should transport themselves in spirit

This duty is greatly lightened by
Christ. His sacrifice and love were
not something that came and went;
their effects last forever. We are able
to draw from the helps that flow

to Mount Calvary in order there to
contemplate the Heart of Mary,
their tender Mother, pierced by a
sword

of sorrow,

and

to recall

the

happy moment in which they were

from Calvary. All we have to do is

born anew.

to ask for the helps which will keep
us in the love and life of Christ.

by this act. Not only did He raise

“When Jesus saw His mother and
the disciple standing by, whom He
loved, He said to His mother, “Wo* man, behold thy son’; then He said

Christ’s love is again manifested

us up to participation in His life,
but He gave us the means to nourish
this life in order that we might
enjoy the fruits of His love.
—Pavut WILLIAMS.
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Peace Through the United Nations

‘The United Nations must look to
Christianity, wherein lies the basic

VOL. XLVII

principles for a sound world order.
An organization for world peace

When will peace come?

must be based primarily on the words

of Pope Pius XI, on the conviction

@ By Jonn O’Connor

that “belief of God is the unshaken
foundation

‘Today the United Nations is the
one organization for peace. Indeed,
the organization is not without defects; but, reform is necessarily a

slow process accomplished only after
years through trial and error. The
present problem will not be solved
by a new and more perfect organization.

Henceforth,

we

must

work

within the framework of the United
Nations organization to solve its
problems and difficulties.
Winston Churchill, the former
Prime Minister of Great Britain,

forcefuly pointed out this when he
said, “Our constant aim must be to

build and fortify the strength of the
United Nations organization.”
‘There are, however, many advocates of world government. Assumptions given by these groups are nu-

merous. It is nevertheless, important to point out a few of these assumptions. And then, too, show
forcefully and clearly, their utter
worthlessness. Above all, they maintain, that world government rests on
democracy. This question is open to
controversy and therefore it shall be
avoided in this discussion. To pass,
over nonetheless,
toms, ignorances,

the beliefs, cusor illiteracy, of

every one of us be discounted? ‘They
are the forces which either make or
break a nation.

Abolition of sovereignty is another
primary requisite offered by the believers in world government for the
success of any world government.
Let us say that sovereignty could be
transferred to a world government.
Who

would

dare maintain

though,

that man-power, natural resources
and industrial potentialities would
not remain? Can anyone presume
to think that if the American nation

was

eliminated

that

the

people

would not continue to think like
Americans; even we might say,
would not they continue to act only
as an American can act? Nationalism,

politics,

and

economics,

what

an intensely important part they
play in the life of every nation! But
simply to take away the sovereignty
of a nation, would not extinguish
this life-sustaining nourishment —
the human nature of its peoples.
No doubt, as you already have noticed, both of the above mentioned
arguments are very similar in content.

Both deal with the individual,

not with the nations or the world.
Basically therefore, world peace lies
with the individual. If the individ-

of all social order, and

of all responsible action on earth.”
‘To realize that only under God
can the principles of a world organization succeed, must be the guide
for the leaders and statesmen of the
United Nations.
Mr. Churchill,
then still serving in the capacity of
Prime Minister, in an address before
the Congress of the United States
mentioned.
If we had kept together after
the

last war,

if we

had

taken

common measures for our own
safety, this renewal of the curse
need never have fallen upon us.
Unity, it is true, was an important
reason why the Peace Conference
failed after the First World War.
Did Mr. Churchill fail to understand that although unity was important, that the basic question was
one based upon the laws of justice
and charity? Had the Big Four at
the Paris Peace Conference after the
First World War called down upon
the meeting the blessing of Almighty God instead of bickering slyly for
possessions and other rights, would
not peace today be a reality? Could
we not say that the neglect of God,
denial of morality for individuals

and nations, and

the loss of the

into adulthood would be indeed an

ual person, if the common man in

fundamental band of brotherhood
uniting all peoples, were not these
the reason why mankind does not

egregious mistake. How can these
active forces which play such an im-

the city and in the country desire

enjoy

portant part in the lives of each and

peace, then world peace through the

United Nations is assured.

goodness—World Peace?

which

whole

March, 1949

nations

have

grown

today

the

greatest

natural

(Continued on Page 21)
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THE SEVEN

STOREY

MOUNTAIN

Holy Spirit moved somebody
speak,” and the terrible ordeal

to
of

waiting for Dan Beard of Boy Scout
A review that you should not miss.
e@ By Aucusr Bren.
“Did I know that my own sins
were enough to have destroyed the
whole of England and Germany?”
This rhetorical question might have
come from the mouth of the penitent Bishop of Hippo himself if the
geographical anachronism could be
overlooked.

The

words

flow,

how-

ever, from a sinner of our day, one
who now strives as penitent to cooperate with the wonderful force
that is God’s love working by grace.
Thomas
Frenchman,

Merton,
one-time
Englishman, _ liberal

pro-Communist and university professor (we must limit our enumeration

to these)

kneels

down

before

his own generation. Acknowledging
the sins of his life he writes a gripping narrative of grace. The exact
point in Merton’s life which marks
the turning point towards God, his

response

to an interior “Tolle

et

lege,” is not definitely pointed out,
though years of painful wavering
between the camp of Christ and
that of creatures are marked by partial conversions.
The child born on the southwest-

ern fringe of 1915’s hostile Europe
was generously endowed with pierc-

ing intellect and a multiplicity of
artistic talents—in a unique sense he

was a “silver-spoon” baby.

Merton

himself observes:
“If

what

most

people

take

for

granted were really true—if all you
needed to be happy was to grab
everything and see everything and
investigate every experience and
then talk about it, I should have
been a very happy person, a spiritual
millionaire, from the cradle even un-

til now . . . If happiness were merely
a matter of

natural gifts, I would

never have entered a Trappist monastery when I came to the age of a

man.”
A goodly

number

of simple

souls

in our time will look askance at the

Page 4

claims that The Seven Storey Mountain is a fascinating book even from
the purely literary point of view.
How can a Trappist write a book
that is really delightful in its humor,
awfully frank in its confessions, and

at the same time tremendous in its
spiritual implications? How is a
contemplative able to carry his reader into twentieth-century night clubs
and newspaper offices and movie
theaters and eventually bring him
to God?
To such querulous persons a recollection of sound theology should
be sufficient—God is able to draw
good from evil. ‘Thomas Merton
paints, in tones undoubtedly acquired in the school of the Christian
social way of life, a master-piece incorporating a thousand incidents
and ideas to prove that religion is
not part-time, to establish most
clearly that the complexities of modern life are strangling and ultimately fatal to man if they are not homogenized with the powerful binding
force of God’s love as motive and
end.
If I had been in Thomas Merton’s sandals preparing to tell the
world how I came to seek “God
alone” I think I would have felt a
tinge of regret that the Maritains
had first thought of the title “Adventures in Grace.” It is possible, I
suppose, to miss this theocentric or
“grace” theme of The Seven Storey
Mountain. You may pick up the
book and be tremendously impressed by remarkably frank word-caricatures like the remark about a friend
who had “a long face, like a horse!”
or the housekeeper description: “a

bulky, _ belligerent-looking woman
with great pouches under her eyes.”
‘There is enough realism there to be
appealing and awakening. Even little thrusts at the prayer meetings
at which everyone sat “silent, doing
nothing, saying nothing until the

founding fame to show up at the
church to find out whether or not
he would live up to his name and
actually have a beard—even these
subtleties are something of a reward
to the average reader when found in
Merton’s charming style. In fact you
might even be satisfied with The
Seven Storey Mountain because of
tremendous humility, the kind of
humility which draws the comment
from Msgr. Sheen that:
“The autobiography of ‘Thomas
Merton is a twentieth century form
of The Confessions of St. Augustine.
‘These and many other natural and
spiritual points of appeal might be
cited here to recommend the work,
but above all Thomas Merton wants
to tell you about his own “adventures in grace.” He is now a religious, a consecrated person, and for
this reason he no longer writes books
“merely telling about his own interesting experiences,” but rather he
tells about his own interesting experiences because they will sweep
others into the sparkling stream of
Divine Grace which flows upward
to God.
‘This remarkable stream of “God’s
own life, shared by us” possesses at
least one unique property upon
which Merton builds his entire theocentric story. We cannot reach the

waters of grace by ourselves. “Man’s
nature,

by

itself, can

do little or

nothing to settle his most important
problems. If we follow nothing but
our natures, our own philosophies,
our own level of ethics, we will end
up in hell.” All reasonable human

life and activity resolves itself into
the consequences of grace, accepted
or rejected according to the will of

the soul upon whom the grace has
been, or was destined to be conferred. But this grace, because God
chooses to work through human instruments, may come through our

fellow men. Through souls like
Mark Van Doren, Gilson, Faber and
a score of others, ‘plus many outside

the Church, did God’s light beam

through the labyrinthine ways of
Merton’s fatal eclecticism leading
(Continued on Page 20)
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A MAN

OF THE

HOUR

The
issued
priests
Father

This is the first of a series of articles dealing with the Marianist

Centennial.

It describes the life of the Marianists’ Founder.

e@ By Epwin Kuun

and Catherine Bethon and it was a
gift destined to enrich not only his
native country but many countries

the world over. The child was baptized William, but in later years the

confirmation

name

of Joseph was

preferred.
Blaise Chaminade was a practical
Catholic, a man of highest intergrity

and dignity of character which commanded

the respect of every

one.

His wife was a model in every respect and left an indelible impression upon her children by her mildness, prudence, and religious habits.
From his democratic father, Wilham inherited that independence in
politics and that free and easy yet
dignified manner that marked him
throughout his life as one of Nature’s nobleman, honoring the man
in his fellow men and seeing the

best in every

one.

He

loved

In 1785 the three Chaminade brothers (John, Louis, William Joseph) assumed control of the College of Mussidan. A new era of
prosperity set in for the college, and
at the outbreak of the French Reyolution, it was classed among the

most flourishing institutions.
A spirit of unrest
France;

revolution

was

prevailed
in

the

in
air;

events moved fast and furiously. The

calling of the States General in 1789,
transformed into the National Assembly, actually opened the era of
the Revolution. The Civil Constitution for the clergy was signed by
the king in 1790 and no priest could

subscribe to it without becoming a
schismatic. The Chaminade _brothers refused to take the oath and

thus it became impossible for them
to continue in charge of the college.
Father William Chaminade sought
refuge in Bordeaux.

main and to minister to the spiritual
needs of the faithful. His life was
constantly in danger. He often saw
priests taken to the guillotine. Once,
a witty reply threw the relentless
pursuers off his trail; again, a shrewd,

talkative maid outwitted the rabid
priest hunters; on another occasion

only the bottom of a cask lay between him and the guillotine.

The life of alarm and uncertainty
lasted until 1797 when there was a
lull in the persecution, but only for

a short time. Penal laws were again

enforced. The stroke was so unexpected
that Father
Chaminade

could not parry the blow and was

obliged to go to Spain. Providence
and love for the Blessed Virgin led
him to Saragossa, where he arrived
on the feast of Our Lady of the Pillar. It is an abiding tradition in the
Society of Mary that the beginnings
of the Society were planned here; i

is a pious belief that Our Lady of

the Pillar appeared and outlined to
him his future apostolate and the
plan of the Society of Mary.

“atdrreomeenter-epneentio-cpnonantnatnnenae
ob deena?

On April 8, 1781, a bundle from
heaven arrived in the City of Perigueux in southern France. The precious gift was the thirteenth and
youngest child of Blaise Chaminade

civil authorities of Bordeaux
an order that all non-juring
must leave the city at once.
Chaminade decided to re-

his

mother tenderly and even in his
advanced years, he loved to recall
her memory and her lessons. “One
day,”

he said,

“mother

gave

me

a

for any favor received.”

scented

small gift and I forgot to thank her.
“That’s not worth much, my boy—
not even a “Thank You.’ From that
day I never failed to say ‘thank you’

His pleas-

ant character and winning ways
gained him the affection of his brothers and sisters.
Like all his brothers, William

re-

ceived the best education possible.
At the age of ten, he was ready for
the preparatory classes of college. He
entered the College of Mussidan
where his brother John was a member of the faculty. Later he entered
the University of Bordeaux and then

the Seminary of St. Sulpice in Paris
where he was ordained to the priest-

hood in 1784.
March, 1949

Father Chaminade’s

Tomb

in Bordeaux,

France
Page 5

|

After an exile of three years, Fath-

ciety embodied in itself both priests

-tomb,

er Chaminade returned to Bordeaux

and Brothers, men of special education and men of lesser culture—all
destined by their combined efforts
to work for the regeneration of
Catholicity under the leadership of
Mary. “Maria duce.”

it often blocked the flow of visitors.
All seemed to pause for at least a
minute; some stopped for a prayer,
others deposited flowers. No one
could help but be impressed by the
solid mass of flowers that carpeted
the tomb. The white marble exvotos which usually stand out, were
mostly smothered under bouquets.
‘It’s Pere Chaminade,’ some visitors

and immediately began the apostolate for. Mary among the youth of
the city. Soon sodalities were organized, not only for young men and
women,

mothers.

but

also

for

fathers

and

‘These sodalities became

known throughout the city and larger quarters were needed; the arch-

bishop

placed

the

Madeleine,

a

church near the heart of the city, at
their disposal. It would be endless
to follow the work of the Sodality
in all of its ramifications,

works

of

the most diverse kind that had their

origin in the blessed Society.

The

far-reaching effect of the apostolate
was remarkable.
_ Within the ranks of the Sodality
were souls of predilection who felt
themselves called to a greater perfection.
They constituted “The
Staff.”
trained

planned

These, Father Chaminade
in a special manner, for he

to perpetuate

his sodality

through “the staff.” In fact, one of
the ultimate intentions of Father
Chaminade was to establish two
institutes (The Daughters of Mary

The group of seven continued
their novitiate by a more intense
and personal training in community
life under the supervision of Father

Chaminade. On December 11, 1817,
they made
fession and
ceived by
deaux; thus
recognized.

_ Picture then his joy when, one
day, John Lalanne, the most bmilliant, energetic and influential member of “The Staff” offered himself
unreservedly to work with, and for
him. “Thank God, this is just what
I expected a long time ago; the time
has come to execute a plan that I
have been revolving in my mind for
twenty years, a plan that God Himself has revealed to me.” Others
joined

Lalanne

and

on

October

2.

1817, after a week’s preparatory retreat, seven young men of “The
Staff,” declared formally and publicly to their director, that they placed
themselves at his disposal and chose
him as their superior. The seven
young men represented the various

elements of the Society: two, were
preparing for Holy Orders, one was
a college professor, two were business men, two were coopers by trade.
Thus from the beginning, the SoPage 6

Father

Chaminade is the most beloved citi-

or canonized saints are as revered

A boarding school was opened and
success

was

immediate;

within

two

years the Brothers of Mary were
known as managers and teachers of
one of the most efficient schools of
the city.
Requests

to

take

over

other

schools were accepted as the num-

Brothers

explained to their friends.

and

The religious education of youth
was at that time the most pressing
need of Bordeaux and Father Chaminade determined to apply the activities of the new Society to this work.

ber of members increased.
Calls
came from all parts of France, from

the

ceased

zen of Bordeaux of the past. Nobody

of

and

never

their first religious proa few days later were rethe Archbishop of Borwas the Society formally

Mary) to crown and perpetuate its
activities—““we need some one who
will never die” and this immortal
being could be no other than a religious society.

Immaculate

the crowd

Switzerland,

and even

from

distant

America. Before the death of the
founder, the Society counted four
provinces, sixty establishments and
nearly five hundred members.
Father Chaminade governed the
Society until 1841 when he resigned
and lived in retirement. He died the
death of a saint on January 22, 1850.
His funeral at the Madeleine was

attended by large numbers. His body
rests in the Carthusian cemetery of
Bordeaux.
Soon the people of the city began
to visit the tomb; they brought flow-

ers, they knelt in prayer, they hung
ex-votos about the tomb. Again and

again these ex-votos were removed,
but

others

appeared.

Even

today,

ninety-nine years after his death, pil-

grims

come

and

ex-votos

appear.

On November 1, 1948, two American Brothers in Bordeaux, visited

the cemetery. Here is what one of
them wrote: “During the quarter of
an hour that we stood before the

else in the city’s long history is re-

membered

as he is; none of the

worldly great of literature, none of
the wealthy, none of the beatified
and loved today as is our Founder.”
May Heaven hasten the day when
the spiritual children of this wonder-

ful

man,

the

Daughters

of Mary

Immaculate and Brothers of Mary,
may be authorized to proclaim to
the world that they may bless his

memory, that they may indeed call
their founder “Blessed.”

*
*
TREE DREAMS
High upon the lofty crags stand
God’s rooted creatures.
Down the valley stand the mighty
oaks guarding the stately firs upon
the slopes.
A gentle zephyr may perhaps caress
their leafy boughs or the shrieking
tempest break upon their breast.

From day to day they live bridging
space by immobility, sending their
comforting shadows upon the
earth,
Or nestled by a stream listening to
the flowing brook,
Or praying upon a hallowed ground
between the greying epitaphs,
feasting upon the past,
Or wearing proudly a lover’s scar

upon their brows or feeling the
axeman’s blow none too soon.
All is not in vain for the tree that
fell, will rise again as man’s abode.
Upon the plains, mountains or by
the seashore stand these homes.
Above the door upon a wooden
mantle grooved is the welcome
sign
“God bless this home.”
—STANLEY D. Sacan.
The

Exponent

VICIOUS CIRCLE—VICIOUS

DOG

A story with two interesting angles, the philosophical and the humorous.

“But,”
prof sure
him just
just plain

interrupted Ronnie, “the
sounds convincing. I told
what you said, that it was
ordinary sense to believe

that things really exist. And he told
me

that

common

sense

has

no

@ By Ernest AVELLAR

worth, because there’s nothing back-

@ Illustrated by Suz PoHLMEYER

ing it. People can be fooled. Besides, he says real philosophers don’t
accept things—they examine.”

sooo

cleven ...... twelve.”

Ronnie Douglasman, lying on his
back in the soft grass, counted the
B-24’s that droned across the cloudy
sky. A squadron of twelve zoomed
by. Now huge clouds blanketed the
war planes’ glistening bodies from
sight, but he could still make out
the smooth whir of their engines.
“How
could
Professor
Nihilest
doubt, doubt everything? Would he
even doubt the real existence of
these planes?” Ronnie asked himself
thetorically. “But that’s what he
had claimed in class. Or did I get
it wrong?”
Ronnie was a sophomore at Cling
College, and Professor Jeremiah Nihilest’s Epistemology course was the
first occasion he ever had of being
exposed to philosophy. ‘Though the
first class had been four weeks ago,

it, Ronnie dashed out into the cool
corridor.
All the way home Ronnie was
puzzled, and he was to become more
puzzled as the days went by. In
fact, he was becoming convinced
that Professor Nihilest’s theory of
knowledge was correct. After all,
maybe there isn’t any objective real-

ity!

He'd better talk it over with

Uncle Ben. Uncle Ben hadn’t had
a college education, but he was a
down-to the-earth sort of person, and
in contact with reality. He was the
best dirt farmer in all Indiana—at
least that’s what Uncle Ben claimed.
The next Saturday — Uncle Ben
came to the Douglasmans’ home
every Saturday for supper
— after
Ronnie had devoured the secondlast piece of that very real lemonmeringue pie, he told him about his

he remembered well what the teacher had expounded that day. The

epistemological difficulties.

tall, be-spectacled

Ben spouted. “You mean to tell me
that that there university feller doesn’t believe that there’s anything outside himself for sure? Don’t he have
no common sense? Why, what’s
education coming to? They parcel
out all kinds of dee-grees for people
writing about histories of Chinese
back-scratchers, but they don’t give
dee-grees for just plain common
conse. WWhY..

professor quietly

strolled into position at the head
desk and carefully placed on it two
books which he always brought with
him: Laertius’ De Vitis Philosophorum Antiquitatis and the Pensee of
Pascal. “My dear students, remember at least one thing from this
course—no matter what else you
may forget—nothing in your mind
has a correspondence to anything
outside yourself. You have complete
freedom in interpreting your ideas.
There is no objective reality.” And
then he had delved right into the
history of philosophy, reading
snatches from the De Vitis, translating as he went along.
What to make of all this, Ronnie

didn’t quite know. He just kept
gazing at the glasses jumping around
on the professor’s huge nose. Fifty
minutes were up; the last shrill
screech of the second bell had barely
left the room, when by force of habMarch, 1949

“Sounds

cracked

to

me,”

Uncle

Uncle Ben didn’t help much. At
the next class the professor proffered: “If we are sure of anything,

from whence do we get this certain-

ty? Either by proving it by another
proof. This just leads on for ever;
that is why philosophers call it an
infinite regress. Or secondly, you assume a proof, that’s a gratuitous assumption. Or thirdly, and this is
the most deadly, in order to establish the truth of something you:
prove a premise from a conclusion,
which very premise you have set up
to prove the conclusion. The eminent Roman philosopher, Aggripa,
called. this a diallelus, a circulus vit-

iosus.” ‘The un-Grecized and nonLatinized minds of the students did
not respond to these names. “Or,
to the uninitiated,’ the professor
shouted, “a vicious circle.”

The next Saturday Ronnie again
approached Uncle Ben. The latter
was nonplused by this circle. He

said that the only vicious things he
ever had heard about were dogs.
Uncle Ben was not much of a help:
Ronnie decided to try his old friend,
the Franciscan priest at St. Anthony’s parish. Next Sunday after
Mass Ronnie cornered Father James
at the entrance of the church. “Say,
Father, do you know anything about
a circle, a vicious one?”

The priest was a little surprised,
but being used to all kinds of questions, he paused for a moment, briefly reviewed his thirty-year-old mem-

ories of seminary courses in Thomistic philosophy, then confidently answered, “Yes.”
“Well,

you

see,”

started

Ronnie

and he told him the story of Professor Nihilest.

“Oh.
ded.

I see,” Father James nod-

“Listen carefully, Ronnie.

Be-

fore the professor starts his next
course pose this question to him.
Why do you always look for a criterion of truth outside of the truth
itself? Tell him that some truths
are self-evident and need no proof;
for instance, that I’m talking to you
right now, that I read my Breviary
this morning, that I’m going to eat
breakfast soon. These things you
don’t have to prove, and you avoid

vicious circles.”
“Thanks,

Father,

I don’t

quite

understand it all, but Professor Nihilest will catch on, I’m sure.”

Now

THE

SPIRIT OF IRELAND

For the seventeenth of March.

@ By Joun O’Connor

@ Illustrated by Joun Warton

Dead? Who? St. Patrick! That’s
difficult to believe when you look at
an Irishman. In the hearts of the
freckled-faced sons of the “Emerald
Isle,” St. Patrick lives on more inti-

mately now than in any past generation.

He is there, close to each of

them, living as they live, and belonging to them in the same sense
as they belong to him. What a
great change occurred after his coming! Indeed, the true spirit of Ireland was born. With St. Patrick
acting as the instrument in the

hands of the Almighty,

the Irish

from

castle, the Irishmen followed the gallant Patrick along the road to Christianity.

unable

to

solve

hind, strode onto the campus.
Ronnie, who had been lounging
on a bench munching at a mustardsardine sandwich was surprised to
hear his uncle’s voice.

“Hey,

Ron,

where’s this here professor-friend of
yours?”
Acknowledging his uncle with a
nod, Ronnie queried: “Professor Nihilest, you

mean?”

“Yep, I want to see what this here
feller looks like, I’m a_ thinking

maybe he’s sick, and if he is I got
(Continued on Page 20)
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to town,

from

castle to

With

a mind

of his own, he

frequently set forth in blunt style
his opinions. His manliness and vigor of character at times resulted in
misunderstandings
To be sure
though, if he offended anyone he
was quick to make amends.

Ronnie’s

with faithful Symphony trailing be-

town

As fine a figure as he was, St. Pattick possessed the weaknesses of
many typical and high-strung Irishman.

sort, and he was deeply worried that
was

tianity of the king and his entire
household. There, in this pagan
atmosphere, a new order in Ireland
had begun. Triumph and final victory had already been assured, although struggles would ensue. Falling down at his feet as he passed

each succeeding generation _ stil]
bears his mark.
And yet how little we know about
this voice of Ireland! His life is covered with obscurity. Not until al-

Uncle Ben had been won-

problem. He fed his fourteen chickens extra early one morning, let the
cows out to pasture, and came into
town to get a squint at this professor with cracked ideas. Symphony,
Uncle Ben’s dog, trotted along too;
Symphony was inseparable from Ben
—even went to church with him but
had to wait outside. It was the lunch
hour on Tuesday, when Uncle Ben

and action, had won over the Chris-

were born, and after fifteen centuries

dering too. He had always considered himself a philosopher of some
ine

capades; finally though, we see him
as he returns to the shores of Eire
as a minister of God. Like a majestic character out of a fairy tale, Patrick enters the banquet hall of the
King of Tara, uninvited. Moments
later, St. Patrick, the man of zeal

Would
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Irishman

en

most two hundred years after his
death was his first biography written.
Considering this factor it is easy to
see why the early lives of St. Patrick
were filled with fabulous stories and
legends.
When Patrick was still but a
young boy, the ferocious pagan Irish
carried him off into captivity. Under

cover of the bleak mist of dawn we
see him tending the sheep of his
pagan master on the hills of Southern Ireland. Quickly and cautiously
we follow him as he successfully
makes his escape from his pagan
lord. With a bit of adventurous
thinking we trace his travels and es-

to

at least

of these qualities if not all!

In fact, Ireland,
igi a

possible

without

one writer says, is

called the Land of Ire because of
the quarrels of its people. At any
rate, Ireland did not know

for cen-

turies the meaning of peace and order.

“Just say I’m an Irishman” is the
familiar cry of any out-of-towner
who visits the metropolis of New
York on St. Patrick’s Day. Startled
by the brilliant spectacle of a gigantic parade, featuring every imaginable type of phenomena an Irshman
could think up, he is caught up by

the spirit of the Emerald Isle.

In

substance this stranger is saying,
“This spirit of Ireland spans the centuries; it is filled with greatness; it
has passed over periods of hardships
and trials untarnished; but, best of

all, it is just plainly contagious.”
The

Exponent

THE

INHERITANCE

“Now that is kind of ye, Misther

Shawn,”

A bit of Irish fairy lore.

crets of the old castle than any of
the shilling-a-head guides; you could
show him tunnels and things that

@ Illustrated by the Writer.

The way Shawn FitzAnn saw it,
his Yankee cousin had to be done

He had made up his

mind to do the deed that morning
as he cast for salmon with Neddy

the poacher. He well knew the folly
of seeking the aid of an accomplice.
A half-wit like wizened old Neddy,
however, could be used as an unwitting one. Neddy, as did the rest

of the villagers, knew that Dennis
FitzAnn stood in Shawn’s way. They
naturally preferred that one of their
countrymen should win the estate
now

in

probate

rather

than

Neddy crossed himself and rolled
Shawn recalled his own childish
terror of the “Faery Stones.” No
one

came

near

what

a

perfect

those

old

place

to

mounds;

conceal

something—say a body!
“I hear that my Cousin, Dennis,

soon has to go back to America,”
purred

Shawn,

inventing a reason

for his cousin’s coming disappearance. Neddy would soon
over half of Galway.

gossip it

in the
salmon

distance toward
stream ran.

"i
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\ wil!
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salmon
normal

the

“Do you mean to say

that everyone in the village is still
superstitious about those prehistoric

earthworks and the—”
“—

The

Little

People,

Misther

Shawn, and don’t be naming the
real name with dusk coming on.”
Neddy was deadly serious. “Tis

tight, nobody goes near the Stones,
any more than when you were a
lad here in this very village; for ’tis

where They live.”
March, 1949
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“Indeed, Misther Shawn, called
back on business, I presoom,” Ned-

dy splashed

onto

the reedy shore.

“Miss Elspeth Dean will be the sad
one

Laughter shook the frame of the
burly Shawn.

nothing

from

had now shouldered

his

“Early

tomorrow

would

be fine,

Neddy,” called Shawn from the
pool answering the little man’s partnight

in the

dark

of the

old castle, Shawn made
his way
through the lane with his spade.
On his way to the tumuli he planned the subsequent action. Dennis and he would meet there in the
morning. Neddy would probably tag
along and would have to be gotten
rid of. A spurious errand would do
the trick. With Neddy out of the
way, a tale about a new discovery
would lure Dennis to the stone-age

mounds where a ready grave would

features.

which

Neddy

learn

rod and climbed the stile that gave
passage onto the nearby lane. “Shall
I tell “im to look you up?” ”

That

got the credit,” replied Shawn.

Neddy waived his hand at the tumuli and menhirs on the grassy slope

guide, he can
anyone else.”

moon, past the hulking walls of the

“Cromwell’s
friend was done
away with by some contemporary
scalawag, stupid, the Shee merely

“Don’t be naming Thim, Misther
Shawn, you know it offends Thim,
an’ us so near to Their haunts!”

a twisted smile, “After I’ve been his

ing wave with a careless nod.

a

“Maybe the Good People will
carry the Yankee FitzAnn away as
they did the evil lord FitzAnn in
Crummle’s day,” remarked Neddy,
paralleling Shawn’s own thought too
closely for the latter’s comfort.

Neddy threw down his
rod, fright replacing the

no one else knows of, I’ll warrent!”

“Why, yes,” answered Shawn with

up his wet line preparing to leave.

stranger.

vacuity of his old-young

old face lit up

that you know more about the se-

@ By Joun WHARTON

away with.

Neddy’s

with a child’s innocent smile. “You
bein’ his rival an’ all. They do say

then.”

Shawn felt the hate bitter in his
very mouth; this was yet another
reason why his cousin must go. Elspeth Dean had been interested in
him until Dennis FitzAnn had been
brought from America by the FitzAnn Estate lawyers.
“Er-Neddy,” said Shawn diffidently, as the other prepared to go, “I
haven’t seen much of cousin Dennis.

Perhaps he’d like me to show him
the ruins before he leaves for Amer-

ica.”

be waiting. It might be better yet
just to await Dennis in the shelter
of the old stones. On seeing them,
the latter would be unable to resist
inspecting them, for they were the
finest of their kind outside of Stonehenge. Shawn knew that he need

never

be

seen

by

Neddy,

who

wouldn’t set foot in the “Faery
Full.” He would doubtless leave in
a huff when Dennis went to inspect
it. Indeed,
Neddy would be his
alibi, and would swear that Misther

Shawn never met them that morning. He had only to finish the job,
evade old Ned, and get rid of Dennis’ gear from his lodgings. The rumor about being called back home,
circulated by Neddy, would do the
rest.

The castle was now behind him.

Ahead the starlight showed the long
grassy mounds and the immense,
Page 9

scattered stone circle. An unearthly
aspect seemed to invade the place
as he watched. His nerves were affected in spite of himself. He reminded himself that he was going
to spend the night there. He had

to prepare the grave. The turf must
be saved to replace. Of course, no
one from the village would ever
come near, but it must be neat in
case of tourists, for instance.

As he

took off his jacket and began to remove the turf from one of the
mounds, the wind sighed oddly
through the few still standing pillars. Remaining here would be uncomfortable;

small

discomfort,

real-

ly, was one night if he were able to
be here to strike down Dennis in
the morning, however. He strengthened his resolve. The rustling of
the heather behind the black shadow
of the tumuli, he told himself, was
rabbits. Shawn FitzAnn continued
to remove the turf from Dennis’
grave.

a

INFATUATION
Was

it his dazzling personality.

@ By Joun GrimsHAw-Lonc
@

Illustrated by Bonnie STELZER

Janette left the University

and

rode home under the gray November sky almost in a trance. She was
not just day-dreaming, but rather so
thoughtful that she was unaware of
everything around her. In this abstract state she got off the bus and

walked the two blocks to her home.
Janette threw her books on the
desk, and flipped on the radio. She
was still thinking of the happenings
of the afternoon,
lunch hour, when

everything from
her latest flame,

Roger, decided to sit with Marian
instead of with her.
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The morning mist was just
appearing in the warm rays of
sun as Neddy the “natural”
Dennis FitzAnn approached
castle grounds.

disthe
and
the

“Strange - that we haven’t seen my
cousin yet,” remarked Dennis, lighting his pipe. Well, let’s look around
the castle grounds until he comes,
shall we?”
On Neddy’s agreement they passed through the scented fields viewing the aged towers from a slight distance, retracing some of the route
which Shawn had taken the previous
night.
It followed just as Shawn had
planned.
Dennis shaded his eyes as he gazed toward the old tumuli near the
castle.
“He mentioned some secret approaches, did he, Neddy? How interesting to be able to discover some-

thing like that.” Dennis pointed towards the heathery meadow with its
earth-works and menhirs.
“Do you suppose any of those tun-

nels lead over to those Long Bar(Continued on Page 20)

day. She felt sure he would ask her.
He just had to! Finally she left the
library and took the bus for home.
And now at home, she tried to

recall what she had read at the library, and found she knew only the
first sentence. ‘Try as she would, not
another word or idea would come
back, except the first sentence. She
realized she needed something for
the next day’s course, so she tried to
analyze the sentence. Did she, for
instance, really want to know any_
thing? Yes, but evidently only one
thing, at least for the present.
Janette was becoming very angry.
Angry with Roger, and angry with
herself, Why did she love him, anyway? Was he so intelligent, or have
a dazzling personality? No, neither.
Was he so good looking? Ah, very
much so, and just there, she realized
with great surprise, was the answer
to her question. Just for his good
looks! This made her more angry
with herself.
“If that is all there is to it,” she

was musing, “I could easily stop loving him altogether. Just an infatu-

ation, that’s all.” So she decided to
stop this love business, on the in-

Being both nervous and jealous,
Janette was disturbed over losing
her

boy

for

one

lunch

hour,

and

hence spent the afternoon pondering on what his seeming indifference

could

mean,

and

how

she

should react to it.
First course after that unfortunate
lunch period had been Introduction
to Philosophy. The class was concerned with Aristotle, reading the
Metaphysics. After course, Janette

went to the library to do the assigned reading. The first sentence was
“all men by nature desire to know.”
But after the first sentence, Janette

was picturing how she would give
Roger

rows?”

Page 10

Just read it.

the

cold

shoulder

when

he

asked her to go to the Hangar Sun-

stant. When this great decision was
reached, she was just aching to show
him how she could control her emotions.
This train of thought kept her

far from the symphony to which she
seemed to be listening; but very
soon the phone rang, much out of
tune with the symphony.
“Hello . . . Oh, hello Roger.”
Roger spoke at length. Finally
Janette casually answered, “Oh, I
really didn’t notice anyway. But if
you say it was student-council business, I believe you.

You don’t think

I’m the jealous type, do you?”
“Sunday night?

Of course.

And

I'll be ready at seven, promptly.

promise.”
“Angry? Don’t be silly. I told you,

I didn’t even notice!”
The

Exponent
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SPRING

!

THE

In a dream by the sea by the light of the moon,

The weeping willow tree in green—
And a crocus I have seen.

On its perch the red sun from the sky cast its ray,

Sugar sap is o’er the fire

The gray tide from

We all sat and we talked and we played to a tune.
In the dell and the fields we stalked for the day.

To please the children’s sweet desire;

The tall reeds in the marsh, the pale call of the thrush,

Blended song in the wind, that was full and so flush.

The sun stays longer every day
And scholars’ thoughts are quick to stray;

The contents of a printed book
Suffer—as out the pane I look.
Spring is here dear old professor!

The bright sun lost its fire, and it sank in the sky,
The white clouds in the heaven gained their color
on high.
But the night and the dream ended soon in the mom,
For the light woke my eyes and a new day was born.
—STEPHEN

So list’? a while and turn confessor;
If I seem vague, please see my side—

*

My imagination’s on a ride!

MY
—JAMEs

*

*

A CHEMIST’S

Cooney.

*
UNCLE

J. Emerick.

*
JOHN

My Uncle John was carving tombstones long
Before my natal day. A Louisville
Aspiring Davidson at heart, his song

*

PLEA

Was sung on marble.

than once I’ve searched for thee, O

little ion so

rare,
And more than once I’ve ended in, a passion of despair,
O little ion, why play you so hard to find?
It’s only I who look for thee, to pass this test of mine.
Resolute professor at his desk, with stern and grimaced
look,
Replies that I must try again, according to his record

book.
So please dear ion, please make thyself a little better

Irish John O’Neil

Could make the angels smile in bas-relief,
So even mourners smiled, attesting skill

To him who fashioned stone that banished grief.
His “Rest in Peace” was balm for troubled souls

His words were patterned strong to foil the thief
That steals their constancy, while age cajoles

In vain their stand. My Uncle John would save
His best to etch the names he placed on scrolls.
And

where is Uncle John,

that tombstone slave?

In ‘Texas, south of Dallas, in an unmarked grave.

known,

That I may demonstrate to my prof,
be shown.

a man who must

—FEucENE MEYERPETER.

*
POEM WHEN

*

*

SENDING FLOWERS

To fly to heaven above;

From there Id pluck a star sapphire
To prove to you my love.

I’d wrap it in some velvet blue

ITALIAN

*
*
SONNET —

Descu.

*
DEPRESSION

field of battle, a distant glance,

‘The smoke of guns, a darkened sea,
Beyond that hill, near a single tree,
Stands a single gun and a single lance.
And a horse of cavalry goes into prance,
Stumbles over bodies marred by decree,
Of some ill ruler lost in a sea

Of mad, careless images grown void of chance.

From the midnight sky;
To show you that I can be true—
White clouds for a pillow then,

Why do they fight in the summer air,
Lost in the trees of a wood so dark,
Blind to life as it could be known,

Angels to bring it to you. . .
(Gee, here I go dreaming again,
But my heart is dreaming too! )
—JAMES

—JAmeEs

The

Darling, here is my desire—

March, 1949

the sea, the great pull from the

moon,
Worked together in rime, but repelled oh so soon.

The farmer leafs his catalogue—
And frost is melting in the bog.

More

DREAMER

The robin’s come so soon this year,
That for his safety I do fear;

Cooney.

Not seeing summer absent of care,
Nor dreaming of days in a lilting park,
Or living in wonder how life is grown?
—STEPHEN J. EMERICK.
Page |}

Cbileath (Piccenl..
PENSIONS
‘There is a pension scheme proposed which sounds
good to many veterans. The bill proposed by Representative Rankin of Mississippi would pay all veterans
ninety dollars a month on their reaching the age of

sixty-five, and would cost a hundred billion dollars. We
don’t believe that veterans would like to see the country

bankrupt, however. The cost of government is even
now extremely high, and the Marshall Plan is still to
be paid for. We venture to guess that most veterans
would prefer that the existing age-benefits legislation
be improved, and a means of getting better housing be
furthered.

Veterans,

it seems

to us,

have

already

re-

ceived a great deal from the community as a special
group, and from now on doubtless the majority would
rather receive such benefits as may come to the com-

Referring to the arms question, the Scandinavian
governments could have used every bit of the material
captured from the Nazi armies, not to speak of the

American equipment, let rust, or destroyed.
(If we speak bitterly here it is because

Finally, we can’t see any possible way in which the
western world could anger the Stalinists any more than
they are now. Those who know say that a red flag is
no particular excitant to a mad bull; a bull will charge
you just as furiously if you wave a white one at him. It
is the fact that you are alive and moving that makes
him mad.

munity as a whole. Little good ever comes from the
promoting of special group-aids of this type, which at best are inflationary,

and,

in their worst light,

are

sappers of one of our best national traits of character,
self-reliance.
*

ARMS

*

FOR

*

EUROPE?

Ohio’s Senator Taft has supported the North Atlantic Pact, however, he opposes the sending of arms
to Europe, which might invite Soviet aggression. Some-

we still

recall our fatigue caused from hauling German ammo
into Alpine caves where it was blown up; all of those
gorgeous souvenirs! )

*

MORE

*

AID FOR

*

EPILEPTICS

Sufferers of epilepsy, their friends and well-wishers

will be interested to know that opportunity for treatment is now offered in Dayton at a special clinic. The
new treatments which promise great relief in the
control of epilepsy are under the administration of Dr.
Arnold Allen. Associated with Dr. Allen in the research
and treatment is Dr. Scott Bowers. The treatments

are now being given at the Receiving Building of the

how this reminds us of the opposition in our national
Legislature to the fortification of Guam back in 1939
and 1940. The legislators gave as the naive reason that
“it might offend Japan.” The Senator goes on to say that
if it comes to fighting, the United States will probably
have to do most of it, and for this reason we should
keep our arms here. We had the idea that this pact
was proposed to get a few allies to help us in case of
aggression. If they aren’t well armed, however, one can’t
quite see their raison d’etre. Poorly armed allies would
be a greater incitement to attack by an aggressor than
well armed, powerful ones. If we are committed to

Dayton State Hospital. The patient makes contact with

support any nation or group of nations, halfway meas-

it is understood.

ures and vacillating policies will not serve. The

case

of the loss of China twice in our lifetimes is the hortible example here. A vigorous supporting of China dur-

ing the Manchuoko affair might have staved off Pearl
Harbor. Instead of doing any supporting, we recall that
the few gunboats and troopers in China were withdrawn quite abjectly. Only recently unsupported China

has fallen again; we know not what that will lead to.
Page 12

the hospital through his family physician. Through the
cooperation of his own doctor, the patient and hospital
are thus spared lengthy, time-consuming examinations
for the needed information can be supplied by the
records of the family physician. The degree of relief
varies with different patients, but only a small percentage of the total number of the sick is unable to
be aided by the new techniques.
The new treatments of epilepsy, which will have
the effect of returning the sufferer to a more normal
life, act as a control to the disease rather than as a cure,

The

vocational

training offered by

various social agencies is of equal value to the patient
in enabling him

to become more self sufficient.

There only remains the need for the modernization of the attitudes of the general public in regard
to epilepsy. May the epileptic be assured that his ailment does not cut him off from the community; that
he is regarded as an average person with an illness
The

Exponent

rather than as an unpredictable nervous case. Employers
will find that they may gain desirable employees from

the ranks of these people who will now be able to do
other work than formerly. All that now stands between

a number of potentially self-sufficient and very desireable citizens, is a little understanding.
*

THAT
Most of
Helped along
in the Student
able to write
cool efficiency
dance roaring

*

SET

us are now conditioned to the radio.
by practice sessions of attempted study
Union Building the average student is
an English literature composition with
even while small-fry brothers and sisters
about the room to the accompaniment

of “Gangbusters.”

If, however,

this same

SNAKE

PIT

Concerning that very excellent movie, The Snake
Pit, Hollywood has created a technical and artistic success. As such it deserves all the praise and monetary

return that it is receiving. Hollywood will have done
a constructive job if it helps bring to the notice of the
public the sad facts concerning our mental hospitals.
That it will stir our citizens to demand improvements
is to be hoped. If it succeeds in doing this in but

*

TELEVISION

THE

average

stu-

dent fatuously believes that the ultimate in distraction
has been reached by radio, and that he can now study

unperturbed in the face of anything, he is living in a
fool’s paradise. He will return home one day, tired but
happy to be out of his last class (Barge-toting 202).
Here he will be met with the television set his family
has just installed. He is to be introduced immediately to
the acme of disturbance. He will discover that the programs are arranged to come on at the exact time he

intended to study. By prodigious effort of will-power,
the student tears himself away from the novelty and
incarcerates himself in a remoter room. As he prepares
to learn a verb-declension, dialog from a movie filters
into the room. Although he recognizes the continuity

as being from a picture he had seen during his first

slight degree the picture will have done much.

Some

harm may have been done, however, if it creates in the
public a distrust for all mental institutions. The criticism we offer is aimed at this effect of the movie.
Only the cinema makers, who have read the script,
and any professional nurses and social workers who see
the picture can pick out among the characters those
portraying unethical or ignorant service personnel. The
average citizens has no criteria for judging; all characters portraying hospital attendants look alike to them,
of course. Hollywood’s craftsmen should use care not
to develope the idea even unwittingly that all attendants and nurses in our mental hospitals are like the
villianous characters of the screen. This is far from the
truth, of course, and the movie in question erred less
in this respect than others have done.
Much harm has been done in the past to the cause

of the Mental Hygiene Movements. That series of
psychologilcal thrillers which the Movie Moguls have
ground out with copy-cat regularity has given the public
many false impressions concerning mental health in

year at junior high, and makes several sneering refer-

general. They have caused people to refuse such help

ences to himself anent the age and quality of the
cinema, scenes from the picture insist on floating before his mind’s-eye unbidden. Here the wiser
individual will throw in the towel and return to the tele-

stitutions, put off seeking treatment

until too late.

Others are given the false impression

that all mental

vision screen with determination to catch the verb on
the street-car in the morning. A more dogged type will

attempt to stick it out, and when called upon the next
day regarding the verb, will discover in his subconscious
mind only garbled scenes from a ten-year-old stinkeroo
(to use a Hollywood technicalism). The former person
unfortunately, is but slightly better off. From the knurled-knobs adjusting the ikonoscope at the rear of the set
he will be well on his way to a good case of “knurledknob fingers,” calluses of the first and second digits.

His neck will have developed the first of the pains from
the chronic stiffness (from craning) which all television
set owners possess. His eyes, poor soul, will have an
incipient condition which will soon lead to “Service-pat-

tern Squint.” Only immediate seating three feet from
the blackboard can save him
student salad days are over.
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now,

and

at that, his

as the community now has to give.
friends of mentally disturbed persons,

Relatives and
fearing all in-

illness is incurable, and so succumb to despairing inactivity when mental illness strikes a loved one. What
good does it do for the various Mental Hygiene societies
to spread the good advice of seeking medical care early

if a dozen movies frighten people away. The truth that
much mental disturbance can be cured avails little
against the Hollywood-spread impression that every
patient
of the
roaded
makes

winds up an axe murdurer. Too many movies
recent past show the hero or heroine being railinto an insane asylum, (that sort of cinema
one think that all of our neurologists are verit-

able imbeciles, not to be able to tell a normal person
from a sick one.)
With the success of The Snake Pit, we may expect
a recurrence of dozens of bad imitations. We have

little criticism of the former, but please, Hollywood,
cease making the other type!
—Joun WuartTon.
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WOMEN’S

THE

FURROWED

dents slip into a furrowed brow and talk credit hours
with their deans, I wonder how they’re going to talley
up “Introduction to Weeding, Intermediate Social

Chatter and Cafe 401.”
It’s going to be a blow all right to the hundreds
who have studied alcoholism in the raw. (With research

work and labs in Heid and Double you-know-what.)

Those term papers on Wild Life on the Campus
by an interested Audubon Society member probably
aren’t worth an academic credit hour. No sir, it’s gonna

be rough.
Yet, it isn’t college without it. Do you know that
won the Civil War . . . over a glazed doughSouth
the
nut and a cup of java... Mary met John and married
her two years later . . . and it all started the day she
cleaned out her locker and slugged him with her Anthology of American Literature. More eyes have met
over that fountain of H2O in Chaminade than are
slugs in a pay telephone.
Have it out with your dean . . . probably won't help
much, but it’s worth a try. You may graduate three years
ahead of time .. . oh, by the way, if you find out you

don’t graduate and you can work it in your schedule . . .
try to get Survey of Date Bids, 307 . . . meets in the
SUB six days a week with night sessions arranged to
the convenience of the class . . .
—E.LF.

POET

*

AND

ERMA

*

COLUMNIST

Sketch of Mrs. McNeil’s daughter, Shirley.
Born? Yes. In Toronto, Canada, some very twenty

end of a racquet to grasp, another clipping uncovers

a caption under her picture reading “All-Round Coed.”
(“They gave me a letter to get me out of the department,” she claims.)

At U.D. where she is striking for a Liberal Arts
degree

she

is

engagéd

in

Our

twenty-year-old

jive enthusiast

in Richmond. Scraps. from the scrapbook reveals she
was freshman attendant to the Homecoming Queen,
a candidate in the “Miss Union” contest which took
her to Hampton,

Va., to represent V.U. and a traveler

of renown with the Virginia choir which journeyed
through Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey.
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the

has

strutted

and has a little dream cloud marked “Social Work”
that she climbs on a few thousand times a day to

make sure it’s still there.
Don’t look now, Shirley McNeil, but I think we've

just polished off another “Character of the Month” on
the Women’s Page.
—E.LF.
OBVIOUSLY

*
THE

*
*
PROFESSORS

ARE

BORED

The professor had just explained the relationship
between combining weights of compounds and the
atomic weight of atoms when one of the students
raised his hand. Upon receiving recognition, the eager
neophyte innocently inquired, “What has this atomic

weight got to do with elements in a compound?” The
professor shook his head and wearily began again.
So many times we are prone to criticize mistakes or
foibles of human nature when guilty ourselves of more
serious faults. Every college professor has numerous
critics who, having received “tough” assignments or
low grades, vent their sorrow by conceiving for the

professor choice epithets
“Home-work

Harry,”

such as “Old

“Screaming

are two sides to the story.
University

for

on the Flyer’s drill team for two years and holds down a
part-time job. She is the daughter of a Baptist minister

pencil Perkle.”

year at Virginia

poetry

Chapter of the American Red Cross and recruits talent
for visiting shows.

odd years ago. Speaks most atrocious French since she
her Freshman

writing

Exponent, and a column and features for the U.D.
News. She acts as publicity chairman for the U.D.

left the country before she could even talk.
Spent

FIstTE

Although Shirley claims she doesn’t know which

BROW

Come June and August when a few hundred stu-

*

EDITOR

Hard-nose,”

Shubert,” and “Red-

Like most arguments, however, there

I think it must be rather disagreeable to try to
teach Joe College a fine point about one’s favorite
subject in learning when the lad is more interested in
contemplating the chance that dear old Siwash has
of defeating Podunk in the coming football classic.
I wonder how professors who are masters in their

various fields of knowledge can be tolerant and patient
The

Exponeut

with the great ignorance displayed by me and some of
my classmates.

standing of our professor’s task if we considered how
an upper classman scoffs at the immature efforts of the

“frosh.” This should teach us to appreciate the patience
of our instructors, since they undoubtedly have more
right to be critical than any of us have.
*

*

*

A CAREER

GIRL ?

Excuse the intrusion to these pages of fashion and
the Exponent . . . especially when I’ve got a problem.

When June rolls around ... I'll be Sue.

_,

Career Girl . . . that’s where the hitch comes in. Some
of my friends are out for the psychologist field .. .
another personnel work . . . one in dietetics . . . one
can write, another plays the piano and a few I know
are sticking to dramatics. But me? I’m just Sue ____,
Girl Nothing.
I thought I'd find my nitch if I went to college.

I have no talents and a prospective de-

gree. What to do.
a
*

x

Believe it or not . . . there is one vocation on this

earth where show people and musicians are not needed.
You don’t have to be particularly clever or particularly
specialized. I’m talking about your favorite department
store. Yep, that’s right . . . you’re in there a dozen

times a week, but I'll bet you never thought of it as
All it takes is a liking of people.

Sales jobs lead to Assistant Buyerships

and Buyers

Positions . . . the latter who tour the N. Y. Markets
There are supervisory jobs, cleri-

cal, secretarial, advertising, fashion coordination, interior

decorating, training, research, personal shopping,
play, estimators, and a score of other jobs.

dis-

This is only a suggestion, Sue . . . but pick out a

department store, square your shoulders, walk in the
door and really look at it. It has many things to offer.

No matter what job you may choose, there are training
programs to back you up and help you along.

Before

you know it . . . you'll really be a career girl . . . with a
future that sparkles like mad.
March, 1949

April is approaching bringing ideas to your head

about your Easter bonnet that gives such a lift to the
spirit. You'll hardly know the face you’ve carried around
under the weather-beaten felt all winter when you see
it against lovely straws and bright flowers.

However, it is always well to keep in mind that

certain points every discriminating girl should note.
‘The shape is the thing—its purpose is to accentuate
your best features and blur the unfortunate ones. Hair
style, coloring, and size of the body should all be taken
into consideration in the oft-times perplexing search for
an attractive model.
The well-chosen hat should not be seen as a dis-

tinct feature—rather it should become a part of the
person, making a flattering frame to focus attention to

the face.

|

This year’s millinery selection is light and crisp in
line, a rainbow in color. It includes gay new straws that
will take you lightheartedly into spring, and versatile
berets that still appear fashionable with tailored suits.
tricorn or a flower-swept cloche. However, if you are
an equally style-conscious girl, who is economically
handicapped, there is such a thing as a substitute for a

You're smart. Some gals don’t face the career
business till the Sheepskin is framed over the mantle
and their mother is awaking them on Monday morning with, “Hurry up . . . it’s time to go to work.”
Then it comes to them they have no job.

throughout the year.

SPRING

You can look as pert as a wink in a soft sailor, a veiled

¥

Dear Sue:

a growing concern.

FOR

juvenating last year’s hat. To achieve this there are

women’s gab, but I sorta feel at home in this part of

x

START

your hat should be outrageously expensive only in looks,
whether you are selecting a chic new model or re-

Dear Women’s Page Editor:

But I didn’t.

HEAD

There would probably be more under-

Ed.

$62.50 hat. That neat little hat that seemingly lacked
glamour can now come into its own, if you can get
into the nearest dime store. There you can change this

hat as quickly as you can change your make-up by
selecting two of the biggest, fattest, most luscious roses
to pin on it.
A woman’s hat has long been the source of men’s
ridicule, however, some fashion experts claim that men

privately get a kick out of a woman’s headgear and
would

certainly miss it as a conversation piece if for

no other reason. It might be interesting to note that
for many

centuries

hats

for women

were

unknown

while men indulged in many elaborate styles, including
those with long flowing plumes and ornaments richly
decorated with gold and silver. Feminine version of the
hat dates back to the early Egyptian women of high
rank who wore close-fitting headdresses resting on fashionable wigs. The most fantastic models in history were
worn by Marie Antoinette and her ladies at the Court
of Louis XVI. They resembled huge ships in full sail
or gigantic flower gardens.
Even if you’d rather not compete with the hat
styles of Marie’s day, you should remember that your
spring hat is more than something to wear—it’s a wonderful feeling—the top of spring.
—Mary Eien Nace.
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A LENTEN

MEDITATION

Child Jesus from the sword of Herod’s soldiers and when she lost Jesus

in the Temple in His twelfth year,
she

You will be tempted to skip this. Don't.
e@ By Bernard RocHOoN

for our sins, which

are

the cause of Your death.
“We
thank
you
for having
thought of us in that solemn moment, and for having made us children of Your own Mother.
“Holy Virgin, show yourself our
Mother by taking us under your
special protection.
“St. John, be our patron and mod-

el, and obtain for us the grace of
imitating your
our Mother.”

filial love to Mary,

May the Father and the Son and
the Holy Ghost be glorified in all
places through the Immaculate Vir-

gin.
O DIVINE Jesus!

He is truly di-

vine, because, although

He is man,

He is God also. It makes our pride
burn when we think of God humbling himself to become a creature
like us.
How wonderful for us,
though, that He did become man,

born of Mary on that first Christmas
Day. Had He not become man God

could not have died to save us. Jesus
sacrificed His life so that we could

live. And He was the only one who
could do this because He is both
God and man. Would that we could
grasp so great a condescencion! O
Divine Jesus, teach us.
“We transport ourselves in spirit
to Mount Calvary, to ask pardon
for our sins which are the cause of
Your death.” Yes, we are truly sorry
for

our

our

sins.

Yet,

repentence,

how

though,

uneven

with

offense we have made. We

is

the

realize

that our sins are great, but we are

loath to do penance for them. That
is why the Church sets aside the
period of Lent each year for the specific purpose of penance, humility
and preparation for death. From the
heighth of the cross, Your deathPage 16

for us that

our

sins

met her abused Son, crowned with
thorns, covered with blood and

“O Divine Jesus, we transport ourselves in spirit to Mount Calvary, to
ask pardon

endured

would not weigh heavily against us.
Then on the way to Calvary, she

bed, Jesus, show us the way of pen-

ance that we may make up for our
causing You
our sins.

to die on account

of

“We
thank
you
for having
thought of us in that solemn moment,” when our very salvation was
at stake. What friend of ours would
think of us in his death agony let

alone die for us? But Jesus did. He
did both—thought of us in His
death agony and died for us. When
will we begin to realize how much
He has done for us? Help us, Jesus,
to

think

of You,

often,

especially

during this period of Lent as we prepare ourselves for the great day of
Easter when we shall receive You in
Holy Communion to share in Your
triumph over Satan and hell.
“We thank You for having made
us children of Your own Mother.”

“Behold thy Mother!” These words
have sounded down the ages as the
toll of a bell echoes through labyrinthine corridors. Jesus gave us His
own Mother. What a tremendous
gift from so Tremendous a Lover!

We were seeking for a Mother to
give us life, to care for us and to
love us. And from off His Cross,
Jesus, our Brother, points to Mary
at His side. Thank You, Jesus; help
us to be true sons to Mary just as

You were a Son to her. You showed
Your love for her all through Your
life and You got others to love her.
Help us to love her the same way.
“Holy Virgin, show yourself a
Mother to us.” She continues to do
so just as she has done in the past.
She gave us life by offering her Son
to God for our sins. First it was at
the Presentation in the Temple that
she offered her Son. It was there too
that her first great sorrow struck.

With her Son she offered her suffering to God for our redemption.
The grief that she bore, when she
had to flee into Egypt to rescue the

spittle and stooped almost to the
ground under the weight of the
cross. He was to die for our redemption.

What

a crushing blow

that was to her! Overwhelming grief
was yet to come. Again she offered
her Son to the Father to expiate the
offense we caused Him. Her Son
died that we might have supernat-

ural life. That was not all. His lifeless Body was taken down and laid
in His Mother’s arms. Could a
mother endure so great a grief as to
hold the dead body of her son in

her arms?

Mary did it—for us. In

holding her Son’s Body there was a
tinge of joy—she was holding at
least His Body. But even that was

taken from her when the tombstone
was rolled over His sepulchre. Her
sorrow was full, and she stood under

it with the courage only the truest
of mothers

could have.

God’s jus-

tice was now satisfied. It was principally through Jesus’ death that the
Father was appeased. But Mary cooperated with her Son by her suffer-

ing. Let us thank Mary for showing
herself a mother when God worked
out our redemption. Mary, continue

to show yourself a Mother to us by
keeping us under your special protection so that we don’t fall back
into the clutches of Satan lest we
make all Jesus’ suffering and yours,
too, vain in our regard.
“St. John, be our patron and mod-

el.” At the foot of the cross St. John

was our representative when Christ
gave His Mother to the world. Let
us thank John for taking our place
and ask him to obtain for us the
grace to imitate the filial love he had
for Mary. Ask him to help us do all
things for Mary just as he did—to
preach the gospel of Her Son. May

he pray that we have the zealous
and courageous love to do as he did.
Doing all things for Mary we glorify
the

Father,

and

the

Son,

and

the

Holy Ghost through her.

The
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MY

HOME

STATE

reached further points though be
cause their very caravan was caught
in a snowstorm that claimed all
their lives. Near the road and by the

There is no place like home.

stone wall that surrounds

@ By WiuuM

G. Hutsaprie

This is not a tale of jack-rabbits

with ears a foot long, nor is it a tale
of grasshoppers that plague a whole
countryside and make a corn field
look as though Custer were still
battling it out with the Indians. It’s
true you might begin to wonder
about such things were you to
travel through my home state—but
nevertheless,

I

still

maintain

that

Kansas is one of the very best states
in the nation. All states have those

aspects that aren’t too acceptable to
the passerby, but on the other hand
all states have good, wholesome
things, too.
People claim that all Kansans
have farming in their blood to a certain extent and I guess that’s cer-

tainly true. Farming in a state like
ours spells out livelihood for thous-

ands

of people, and

therefore its

only natural at the same time that
it would carry with it an obvious

amount of importance.

You from

the West Coast and from the East
Coast and from the Gulf can brag
all you want about the rolling sea,
however, for a true blooded Kansan

never will the scenic beauty afforded
by miles of rippling golden wheat be
surpassed in majesty. Kansas has

the people there know little of the
outside world, and that they exist
much in the likeness presented in
that current movie, “Wizard of Oz.”

It’s true, the things of the past are
still to be seen,

but

what

memor-

able things they are. Near the small
town of Linden is a natural canyon
banked on either side with huge
sandstone slabs and boulders that
project high into the air. The common name for this canyon is “Horse
Thief Canyon,” drawing its name
from happenings in the past. It
seems as though the horse thieves
of those lost years would often escape from pursuing posses through
its very walls. My Grandfather’s
farm between the small towns of
Carbondale

and

bears the marks

Overbrook,

also

of years gone by.

The layout of the farm is beautiful
and walking through the pastures
one notices little gullies that seem
to have been worn with time. For

these explanations the “old-timers”
are always on hand to give you an
“eye-witness” account. History backs
up the story though that through
this very region a band of coveredwagons wended its way westward.
They were not the fortunate who

the farm

is an old, old cottonwood tree, that
(if it were able to talk) could tell
many stories to the traveller of today—because from its very branches
men were hanged for dishonorable
deeds. In the City of Topeka (capital of the state) you'll find, still intact, one of the houses that served

as a link on John Brown’s underground railroad.
To further explain the history behind the state, I had the pleasure
last year of attending part of the
centennial celebration at St. Mary’s,
Kansas. The people here really go
in for things like this in a big way.
‘The Centennial was celebrated during the first week of September and

lasted for three days.

The Jesuits

had founded a school here one hundred years before, and now with the
schoo] still in operation and an enthusiastic community they were prepared to celebrate the good fortune
that had been

theirs, and

the fruit

that had been yielded from
staff of life. As all things that
cern celebrations usually move
were moments of seriousness
moments of merriment. All
townsmen were required to

the
conthere
and
the
grow

beards, and those who did not com-

ply were promptly “dunked” in a
horse tank set up in the center of
their town. The high decree was

well qualified herself to bear the title
of the “wheat state” of the nation
raising annually at least one-fifth of

the nation’s wheat.
other
simple
states
helds,
and

What

about

resources you say? That’s a
one, too. Kansas leads many
in such things as natural gas
petroleum production, zinc

lead

production,

flour milling,

salt mines and so the list
But let’s not get into
things; let’s talk rather
things that are not too
known.

continues.
all those
about the
commonly

Many people still labor under the
false idea that West of Missouri
there’s nothing but flat and rolling
plains, with such things as powwows and massacres of still frequent
occurence.
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Many,

too, believe that
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sent out that all women must wear
the garb of their ancestors, and so

it was

that these rules were also

complied with.

Those who weren't

able to get hold

of the originals

found time to whip out needle and
thread and come up with a pretty

reasonable duplicate. So it was that
for days preceding the gala affair all
men wore beards and all the women
were clad in sun-bonnets and long,
old-fashioned dresses.
So it is that Kansas moves, as all

other states, along the highways of
time and fortune. Today she maintains her prestige through beautiful,
clean, well-kept cities. Through ar-

tificial lakes
side, through
that promises
all America.

CONTRADICTION

that spot the countryproduction at full scale
a brighter outlook for
Kansas has done her

“All things hath he done well,”
This they said of Him
Who walked the earth,
God, and man
Of old in Galilee.

share in raising American sons that
the whole

nation

can

brag about.

Foremost among these men are
the little newsman from Emporia,
William Allen White; the small

“Much

town boy from Abilene, Dwight D.
Eisenhower; the Topeka politicians,

Alf. M. Landon and Harry Wood-

ring and Arthur Capper. Yes, Kansans
tiny
who
say,

evil hath he done,”

This they said of him
Who begged forgiveness,
Pleading guilt
Of old on Calvary.
Yet on a common cross they hung
Sinless, sinners, three,

have shared in the fruits of deswith all other states, and we
know her best can knowingly
“of you we're proud.”

Equal now in man’s reproach,
Still God those two does see.
—SALVATORE

TROZZO.

Gur Cauer Picture
*

One of
prominence
other public
but they are

*

*

Dayton’s most impressive sights is the beautiful Deeds’ Carillon. It has brought
to the city because it is one of the two public carillon towers in the country. The
carillon is the Bok Tower in Florida. There are five other carillons in the United States
located on college campuses, in cemeteries and on private estates.

This monument is the generous gift of the late Mrs. E. A. Deeds. She chose the carillon as
a gift to Dayton because she wished to contribute to the cultural and musical appreciation of the
community. She sincerely believed that music has played in the past and will play in the future
an important part in the struggle of the world against harsh, destructive influences and cultural
decay.

The tower is one hundred and fifty feet in height
installation of the thirty-two bells is different than is
bell, weighs seven thousand pounds and is six feet in
of the tower. The other bells descend the scale in size
dred and fifty pounds and is twenty inches in diameter.
at the bottom is a reverse of the conventional procedure.
This monument

and thirty feet square at the base. The
customary. The largest bell, the “King”
diameter. It is suspended from the top
to the smallest which weighs one hunThis tapering of the bells to the smallest

is a reminder of the aesthetic things of life.

The people of Dayton

have

shown their appreciation of Mrs. Deeds’ wonderful gift and have attended the carillon concerts

with enthusiasm. The first program was held on Christmas Eve in 1941. Each week during the
summer since that time and on special holidays large crowds have been lured by the melodies
of the bells. Attracted by the programs which range from semi-popular to familiar old tunes
and hymns, one to two thousand people come. from their homes and cruising automobiles to
enjoy the music.
The people of Dayton will hold in sacred memory the late donor of the Deeds’ Carillon.
—FRANCES

DERSHEM.
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HARDY,

THE

POET

his plan to portray all the cardinal
situations of life.

A brief estimate.

>?

@ By Jim McGarry
@ Illustrated by Marcre Caporat.
Politicians frequently resort to the
well-worn
adage, “Don’t switch
horses in the middle of the stream.”
Though since 1932 the majority of

the people of this country seem to
have accepted that idea as logical,
it wasn’t

English

deemed

so by a

gentleman

eighteen-nineties.

back

certain

in_

the

In the midst of

the fickle stream of success he fore
saw no danger in switching mounts.
Thomas Hardy, fiction writer of
world renown, suddenly, around
1898, decided to change his mode
of literary expression. The author

of numerous famous novels — The
Return

of the Native,

Tess

of the

D'Urbervilles, The Mayor of Casterbridge, and many others—Hardy, deciding he had no more to say as a
novelist,

elected

from

then

on

perhaps better still, his philosophy
hand at verse in his youth but could
find no publisher and consequently
he probably spent years revising

those early efforts. But with the
publication of his first volume and
succeeding ones (such as The Dynasts, Parts I, I, II, Time’s Laugh-

ingstocks and Other Verses, Satires
of Circumstance, etc.) he won himself a new following, both of admirers and of individuals interested in
his peculiar outlook on life.
Calling upon familiar scenes and
memories he now “versified” Wessex and its peasantry, thus giving a
new aura to the themes he had earlier treated in prose. Yet, it must not
ee

eae

to

express his thoughts through the
medium of verse. In 1898 his Wessex Poems and Other Verses was
published heralding his transition
from prose to poetry. By doing so
he was only returning to his first
love, but still it was a strange path
for a successful author to take.
Eventually, the high caliber of
poetry that emerged after his literary transformation not only “complicated” his immortality but also
any attempted review of his works—
for two distinct creative periods of
his life must be treated.
Herein
only Hardy’s poetry shall be discuss-
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of the same environment and imagination there can be no complete
separation of the two. Prose and
verse sprouted from the same stem
only at different times.
From his birth in 1840 (at Upper
Bockhampton, in Dorsetshire, England) until the publication of his
first poems late in life Hardy the

“Poet” did not exist as far as the
reading public was concerned. The
truth is, however, that he tried his
1949

of life kept him from achieving the
scope he envisioned. Looking at the
game of life with blinkers on, his
range was narrow and he missed a
large part of its action. The multitude of situations he thought he
had covered were in reality only a
few, but viewed from numerous
angles. Then, too, his poetry reveals that he was preoccupied with
the mystery of the world but that
as he went about analyzing his own
sensations and ideas he could find
no solution. Standing out in his
works is also the fact that, although
he sometimes achieves a gayer note
(“At Casterbrige Fair,’ “The
Homecoming”), he was essentially
attracted to the darker side of humanity. His poems are cynical, full
of despondency, ironic and despairing. His evaluation of life he somewhat expressed in “Hap”:
If but some vengeful god would
call to me

From up the sky, and laugh:

“Thou suffering thing,
Know that thy sorrow is my
ecstacy.
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That thy love’s loss is my hate’s
profiting!”
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Then would I bear it, clench myself, and die,
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Steeled by the sense of ire
NY

ed but as it and his fiction were born

March,

Such was his aim,

but as Robert Burns once put it:
“. .. The best laid schemes 0’
mice an’ men
Gang aft a-gley ...
Hardy never reached his objective! Somehow his temperament or,

unmerited;

Half-eased in that a Powerfuller
than I
Had willed and meted me the
tears I shed.
But not so. How arrives it joy
lies slain,

And why unblooms the best hope
ever sown?

Crass Casualty obstructs the
sun and rain,

be imagined that he intended to
glamorize his old characters in a
pastoral manner. No, he selected

them for re-use simply because he
felt that they typified universal hu-

man nature and through them it was

And dicing Time for gladness
casts

amoan...

‘These purblind Doomsters had as
readily strown
Blisses about my pilgrimage as

pain.
Page
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Critics who know say that Hardy,
like many other poets, in his early
works had a quarrel with life but,

unlike the majority of the others,
never

outgrew

it.

The

world

was

wrong, he felt, and all that impotent

humanity could do was suffer.
By overstressing his personal philosophy of hopelessness Hardy rob-

down

the very unphilosophical re-

mark: “For heaven’s sake take that
vicious animal away from here!”
That afternoon’s Epistemology
course was taught by Professor Nihilest, a battle scared soldier. He
was wearing a long army overcoat to
hide his battle injuries. When Ron-

nie brought up Father James’ argu-

bed his poetry of any chance at last-

ment about the fallacy of the vicious

ing greatness. An overall despondent tone is not something that will

circle, Professor Nihilest at the men-

long
this
him
the

at Ronnie, who just sat innocently
in his chair and looked at the now

attract the public. Still, for
artist, one need not agree with
to enjoy him. He has neither
depth of Browning nor the lilt-

ing beauty of Keats or Shelley, but
has a brooding lyrical profoundness
of his own. Though not enlightening or uplifting, he is thought provoking. In addition, through read-

ing the thoughts of this poet’s puz-

zled and wondering mind, any reader should come to be more appreciative of the Light that has given
purpose and order to his own.
*

*

(Continued from Page 8)
some turnip juice that’s the best
medicine in the whole state . . .”
comes

Ronnie

broke

in,

“here

the prof now.”

“You mean the feller with the
striped-trousers?” inquired
Uncle
Ben. “Oh, oh, Symphony don’t like
striped-trousers. Symphony, wait a
minute,

wait

a minute.

.

.”

But it was too late. The dog was
instantly aroused by the steady advancing yellowish-gray stripes, and
he shot across the lawn at the professor and between fiendish growls
tore off souvenir patches.
Unlike

the

founding-father

of

skepticism, Pyrrho, who when chased by a dog, gathered up his toga
about him, dashed up a tree, and retorted to the laughing crowd: “It
is difficult to get away entirely from
human nature’—Professor Nihilest,
no trees being near, unceremonious-

ly dropped Laertius and Pascal and

fled into the conveniently-near science building, slammed the door,
and a few minutes later shouted
Page 20

brothers who live in the same misery that I knew . . . lead them in
spite of themselves and guide them
by your tremendous influence, O
Holy Queen of souls and refuge of
sinners, and bring them to your

Christ the way you brought me...
Show us your Christ, Lady, after this

our exile, yes: but show Him to us
also

now,

essor. Ronnie was glad that he at
least still believed in things like B-_
24’s, pies, and... and... dogs.

*

*

SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN
(Continued from Page 4)
him to the Sunlit stream . . . nay the
Godlight of Christian asceticism.

From the day that Merton became conscious of the fact “that the
presence and reality of God” he was
treading

toward

his

true

country.

Probably at this moment he realized
in a vague manner

that total self- °

oblation at God’s altar was the only
possible terminus of his journey
from “Prades to Bermuda to St. Antonin to Oakham to London to
Cambridge to Rome to New York
to Columbia to Corpus Christi to
St. Bonaventure to the Cistercian

Abbey of the poor men who labor
in Gethsemani.”
‘Today ‘Thomas Merton lives and
climbs the seven-circled mountain of
this Purgatory, this valley of tears,
and from his point of greater and
greater vision into the ways of God
and an understanding of the power
of His grace, he knows that it is
God’s own Mother who has pleaded
for him,

counselled

him,

and

con-

soled him on the treacherous path.
Thomas Merton who knows that
grace sometimes comes through human

instruments,

prays

to

Her

whose perfection as an instrument
has merited the titles of Mother of
God, Queen of Heaven and Earth
and Mother of Grace:

show

Him

to

us

here,

while we are still wanderers.”
*

reddening Bergerac-nose of the prof-

only way to live was to live in a
world that was charged with the

VICIOUS CIRCLE —
VICIOUS DOG

“Sh,”

tion of the word “vicious” scowled

“As you have dealt with me, Lady,
deal also with all my millions of

THE

*

INHERITANCE

(Continued from Page 10)
Before Neddy could protest, Dennis FitzAnn was on his way across
the purple flowered field. A shadow
of a cloud passing over the sun cast

a sombre light on the beckoning

_ finger-like Druid-stones. Neddy, not

daring to follow, turned weak with
foreboding during the time his com-

panion was gone, hidden from view
by the grassy mounds.

His patience

was about exhausted when the slim
form of Dennis could be seen
swinging back across the meadow.

“Didn’t you say that none ever
goes up there, Neddy?” he asked,
taking a seat on a stone by the old
dry castle moat. “Well, you're
wrong, there are some footprints in
a place where the turf’s been removed.”
Neddy’s mouth hung open in astonishment,

reply.

“Yep,”

and he could make

continued

Dennis

no

Fitz

Ann. “Some bit of a scuffle occurred;

someone wore large brogues, and the
others were quite small.”
He looked at the little countryman with but mild interest, “Could
they have been children?”

ok

hoe

ew

The world can forgive you for being blue, sometimes forgive you for
being green, but never forgive you

for being yellow.
*

*

Men occasionally stumble over the
truth, but most of them pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing
had happened.—Winston Churchill.
The Exponent

had soaked into the bottom of his
once edible apple pie. Since to stop
halfway for mustard seemed the logical thing to do, he did it. He needed the rest anyway. The mustard
ladle was snatched

from him

twice,

his shins bruised by descending
books, and two nbs neatly fractured
by a roving elbow. Some gangster
copped his soup shovel too. Next
thing he knew he was seated in a far
off corner (10° cooler), nibbling
and listening to the cries of anguish
from the area from whence he had
safely journeyed. During four different elevations of his soup shovel he
was accosted and asked if this, that

or the other chair were taken. In
the process of his saying “no” the

chairs began to flash over his head
like confused flies. In the meantime
the noodles in his soup had given

up in despair and sank to the bottom. Then everything went black.
Upon reviving he heard that a tribe
of undernourished Amazons had
descended upon the joint; and the
pre-meds told him to lie quietly
while a fork was removed from his

arm.

Some “moll” had wanted his

chair! He very calmly leaped out
of the nearest window, and fighting
pains of indigestion, swore never to
return. The next day, with a sack
full of “vittles” from home, he hob-

bled into a corner and ate a peaceful
lunch—at the boiler factory.
—Jm

March, 1949

Lest.

A

Having had plenty of time to deliberate on his wants, he meekly asked
for soup, “hot dog,” apple pie and
milk. The management got his
money, and the struggle began.
With one good eye he managed to
evade the on-surging gluttons and
with the other he kept the “dog”
neatly balanced atop the pie. He uncreased only two pair of pants with
waves of milk. Very clearly the soup

mx

he heard a feeble voice say, “Next.”

OOOOOOOOH O¥< POOOOOGHHOK OPOHHOOHHOHOOHOOOOOHHOHOOOOOP@OOHOES OOOO* POOOHOHOGOHHOOOHOOOHO
GOO HOHOOO

After inching his way

to the window, and getting his elbow into only three people’s soup,

AA

moons ago, sadly in need of bodily

sustenance.

A
OOOOOK

What misery, such devasta-

A

Ugh!

tion! He piled into the Cafe a few

COOOHOOOOOS OOOO POOH OOGO OOOO

THE JOYS OF EATING OR
SEVEN AND A HALF
REASONS FOR MENTAL
ANGUISH
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THE

St. Patrick’s Day—that’s the one

day of the year when there’s not an

Italian to be found.

It’s when Gui-

seppe Pastriglione sticks a clay pipe
in his mouth, twines a few
rocks around each ear, and

shamsallies

forth to bend an elbow with his
brothers for the day, the McGuires,
the O’Rourkes, and the Flanagans.
A few hours of bending and Guiseppe has been reborn; he goes home
singing “When Irish-a Eyes Are A-

Smiling,” and loudly announces to
his wife and bambino that he is now
a true son of the auld sod, one Pad-

dy Timothy O’Pastriglione. Sure,
and by golly, ’tis a time when anything can happen—the Irish population of any given area automatically
goes up a few thousand percent on

each March 17th.
Speaking of that date, no one
knows just why we celebrate it as
Saint Pat’s day. Some stories say
that he was born on that day, others
claim that the saint died on that day.
Non - interventionists compromise
and say that it all happened on the
same day, anywhere from eightyeight to one hundred twenty-one
years apart. If so, that would make

St. Pat right up in there for social security. As was said, just why it’s a
great day for the Irish would make a
good question on a quiz show. No,
on second thought, it wouldn’t—the
correct answer would probably be
given by some corker named Hans
Schildekraut.
—JOHN
*

KICKIN’ THE

... With

Nick

AROUND
DiCiacco

Clothes buyers shopping for bargains were warned not to expect
any permanent price slashes on quality men’s and ladies’ wool suits “in

the forseeable future.”
“Wool demands keep suit prices
up,” says government expert.
ffl
Harry Thurston,

a Commerce De-

partment economist, said that if
anything, price tags on hard-finished
worsted and other fine woolens may
go even higher. He blamed heavy
consumer demand and a world scarPage 22

both combine well. Dressy type of
and stripes should be suggested. For

having

hard-finished

worsted,

neckwear

The world shortage of top-grade
wools has been aggravated by heavy

or

regard of price. The current western storms with their threat to the
sheep population also may drive up
domestic wool prices. Most suits
now being offered by retailers at
“sale” prices are easier-to-rumple,
softer English-type wools or “distress” goods which have been gathering dust on their racks.

are

lasts;

body.

reds,

maroons,

wing,

blues,

medallion,

A

long

roll,

lapels in worsted

or

with

fabric

notched

tends

to

build up the stature of men below
average height.
This season the tweed sport jack-

With the

coming of spring and summer, light-

ets are most popular with plaid
waistcoats. ‘They are being worn all
over the eastern campuses. Wool
ties are being worn with oxford
shirts.
The trend for this summer in
sport shirts is black as a_background. It also includes cut and
sewn, button front types and slipovers: knit styles used as decoration
or contrast color with either Gaucho
collar or polo neck.

er colors should take the place of
Gray is the nat-

ural color to take top position. The
majority of Gray will include large
assortments in various shades of this
color. Gray flannel is the up-coming
thing. It’s ideal for men who travel
and need a single garment to serve
for several occasions. Accessories
can make the gray flannel suit wearable for just about any occasion. For
business wear, white or striped shirts
*

figures,

straight tips, either in smooth leathers or suedes.
Styles in men’s coats—long roll,
double breasted is the choice in
worsted or flannel for the man of
average build. Perhaps you don’t
see many long rolls in men’s store
windows. It’s not that the style is
on its way out. Most of the long
rolls should be tailored to fit your

We've just gone through a season during which the best selling
color was blue, in the majority of

*

ideas

town

The number one suit for spring is
gray.

*

woven

yellows, greens. Shoes for business
wear should be deeply antiqued

Russian purchases in apparent dis-

last season’s trend.

reps,

semi-sportswear, appropriate neckwear can be sporting prints, challis,
reps and wools. Some neckwear col-

this

situation is going to continue.

cases, dark shades of blue.

like

*

*

*

*

NON SEQUITUR

KELLY.

*

STYLES

It is a style

trend as much as anything else. As
long as clothing buyers insist on

city of quality wool.

SEVENTEENTH

Our words are trusty messengers that go where
they are bidden, charged with duty grave to serve us
faithfully.
Make cowards brave in times of stress; and cast as
seeds to sow

In hearts of doubtful men a thought will grow and
truth will blossom grandly, proud to wave at last.
The magic sounds that men enslave so true to

themselves make the beast to bow.
But what of words that rankle hearts, that freight
the overburden’d soul with woe?

Those knives that men employ in speech to vindicate the slightest slur.
The lashing whip that drives

a man to crime are

these.

They
contrives.

derogate

the dignity

of him whose mind
—James Descu.
The

Exponent

*

*

*

The University of Dayton Players
Present:

Our Lady of Fatima

Where:

Julienne

When:

Aoril

High School

7, 8, 9,
The

Presents:
Where:

Auditorium

10

Critics

Forum

Rev. James A. Magner of the
Catholic University
Engineers’ Club

When:

March

What:

Book

18
review of We, of the Americas

by Carlos Davila
(Students of Dr. de Salandra’s history classes
please

take

notice.)

QUESTIONS
QW >

Twice

><

here in red, two-thirds in white,

Explains just why a Chesterfield’s right.
Four are shown and all the same
In color and shape, but not in fame.

You’ve no doubt heard it noised about that
oysters ‘‘R”’ in season,
One glance at lovely Linda and you’re sure
to see the reason.
ANSWERS WILL APPEAR IN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF YOUR MAGAZINE:

RULES

FOR

CHESTERFIELD

HUMOR

MAGAZINE

CONTEST

DIAN
PW

Identify the 3 subjects in back cover ad. All clues are in ad.
Submit answers on Chesterfield wrapper or reasonable facsimile to this publication office.
First

ten correct

answers

win

one

carton

of Chesterfield

Cigarettes

each.

Enter as many as you like, but one Chesterfield wrapper or facsimile must accompany each entry.
Contest closes midnight, one week after this issue’s publication date. New contest next issue.
Answers and names of winners will appear in the next issue.
All answers become the property of Chesterfield.
. Decision of judges will be final.

LAST

MONTH’S

ANSWERS

& WINNERS

The word THREE is composed of five letters and they’re
all found in CHESTERFIELD.
B

Chesterfields

One

in the pack,

3 E’s in Chesterfield,

3 x 3=9.

E in REALITY.

Biscuit
= muffin; Change M to R and you get Ruffin, the
home of Van W. Daniel.
WINNERS...

Put your answer in the Campus Postofhice and mark it —
“Exponent — Chesterfield Contest.”
March, 1949
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For Your

PEACE THROUGH THE
UNITED NATIONS
(Continued from Page 3)
The establishment of the United Nations organization has opened a road
through which the problems facing
this chaotic world can be solved. Admittedly, difficulties face this organization seeking world cooperation. But
if every nation, whether large or small,
works within the framework of the
United Nations a lasting peace can be
accomplished. But let it be remarked
here that only by accepting the rule
of right, instead of the rule of might
will men responsible for the government of people succeed in effecting a
unity among nations.
In conclusion,
to find
a way
to

peace through the United Nations we
have need of applying the basic ideas
emphasized by Pope Pius XII “that
the goods which were created by God
for all men should flow equally to all
according to the principles of justice
and charity.” This must be accorded
full

recognition.

*

*

CHOOSING
As

traditional

as

SILVER
ivory

satin

and

a

rose point wedding veil . . . as delicate
as the glow of candelabra tapers. .
as lasting as a perfect union... so
must be your choice of Sterling Silver.
One doesn’t have to have a gleam on
the proverbial third finger, left hand
to start thinking of tableware.
It’s
every girl’s privilege to choose the
pattern which best expresses her and
her home.
Here are just a few facts about ster-

ling

to

ready

be
to

tucked

talk

away

until

you’re

silverware.

Silver dates back 2,000 years ago
and has thus come to be called “The
Queen of Metals.” Very early in history, it was a sign of the wealthy
aristocracy.
When
foul
craftsmen
started to combine other metals with
silver,

buyers

could

that they were
Thus

the

era

no

longer

be

sure

getting genuine silver.
of

silverplate.

(About

100 years ago.) In 1300 Edward I of
England declared genuine silver be
stamped with a leopard’s head. This
was

a guarantee

cree

is likewise

of quality.

law

today.

That

No

de-

silver

piece may be stamped “sterling” unless it contains 925 parts of pure silver
in 1,000.
(This means 9/10 is pure
silver.

The test of sterling is chiefly a
question of weight, design and artistic
skill of the craftsmen who created it.
There are more than a hundred designs ... the very ornate to the classic
simple. In choosing your silver take
your time . . . and the results will be
sterling.
—ERMA

FISTE.
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acts. What talent! What energy!
Hope you’ve all recuperated by now.

“Thirty days hath Septober,

April, June, and No wonder,
All the rest have peanut butter,

Except Pasadena, which has the
Rose Bowl.”
Doesn’t

make

much

sense,

does

it? But then, neither do we. My
brother’s crazy, but I’m all right—
blub, blub, and all that sort of non-

sense. See what college does to you!
by

and

U.D. danced with it. Just ask
one about the Junior Prom, and
long, contented sigh will give
some idea how really terrif’ it

February

simply

danced

anythat
you
was.

Elliot Lawrence, with his oh-so-nice
smile and equally smoooooth music,
made it a memorable affair for

everybody,

especially

Fran,

was

who

for

“breathless”

Queen
and

breathtaking.
Attendants
Molly,
Georgia, Mary, and Sue, all looking
mighty sweet, were introduced to
the musical strains which featured
their names. At this time Georgia
gave her never-to-be-forgotten oration—“Gee whiz.” What would we
do without that gal?—Looked as if
Pete Kuntz never enjoyed a dance
more, once the worries and work
were over and he could devote his
attention to Margie——Dick Norton
thought that the vocalist needed a
little help on “The Echo Said No.”
Signed a contract yet, Dick?—Sox
Justice was seized by a strange “paralysis.” —Emie Landerville and Bert
seemed to be in seventh heaven.—
Alice Focke and Brian McCall sure
were a handsome pair.—“‘Marty, the
night, and the music” added up to
a swell evening for Chuck Kenney.
—Also dancing the night away were
Joe Bell and Ronnie Burke, Rosemary Busic and Kenny Scholl.—On
the day after the night before, the

Double K was packed

with

those

‘“never-say-die” kids who kept the
place rocking with endless amateur
Page 24

MARCH MUSINGS: Who is
this “beautiful D. O. B.” that we
hear certain freshman gals raving
about?—Seems that U.D. has something to offer Phyl Schneider that
Marquette didn’t, and we don't
mean English courses. Give you three
guesses, but one’s enough—Tommy
Lambert. — Another newcomer to
the campus is Shirley Krumholtz.
‘Take note, fellas. She’s an all nght
gal.—The careers of Red Tormey
and Chuck Crowley as Fuller brush

salesmen were short-lived.
the

matter,

fellows?

What’s

Was

it

too

“stiff” for ya? (Gosh, how bad can
our puns get?) —Mary Frangella and
Jim Kiel have been spending lots of
lunch hours together—We hate to
use his name again—we don’t want
anyone to think we're partial, but
this guy is NEWS! If there’s anything Charlie Mudd hates, it’s a

“smart-alec

woman.” — Joe

Ban-

nister has acquired the moniker “Sa-

you are looking for a really swell
guy, Bobby Arnzen is your man.—
Does Charlie Shartle accummulate
any credit hours for standing by the
drinking fountain?—Congrats to the
Hotrod team who won the girl’s
championship in basketball. ‘Those
frosh have really got it.—Susie Pohlmeyer has been
making Ernie
Wiedemann think of other things
than his studies—Ask anyone who
knows who’s the attraction in Lima
for Jim Gill. It’s Loretta, that’s who.

—Favorite of the coeds is Johnny
Callahan because of that BIG smile
he has for everyone.—Did you notice: Rita Tegeder and Ed Janning

have been a true twosome for about
a year now.—Do you know that William “Duff” Donahue gave Mary
Frances Cavanaugh a ring?
‘Too bad that anniversaries don’t
come more than once a year "cause
the Hangar really did their’s up
right. Flowers for milady, continuous music, and a “room-enough”
dance floor went over big with everyone. Ed Koprowski was a sensational rumba leader.—Ann Davis looked
real sweet and plenty happy with Ed
Seeboeck.—Charlotte Bradford and
Jack Kimmell had a wonderful time,
they tell us.—Bill Locke was with
his Mary Jo.—Mary McGarry and
Dick Maier seemed to hit is off very
well—Did you know that Bill Rish’s
theme song is “Midsummer Moon,”
written by Jim Losh. Just think—
all this talent right here on our own
campus.—To the Hangar, a Happy
Fourth Anniversary to you. May
vour fifth be just as successful.

How are your Lenten resolutions
bu.” Cute, don’t you think?—Shirley * ‘Hester” Limbert and ‘ ‘Foggy”

Dwenger instituted the first week of
March

as “Smile

Week.”

Cheerful

little devils, aren’t they?—If any of

holding out? More will power to ya.
Duhhh—should

be more

to say

but we can’t think of it, so “that’s
all, folks.”
The

Exponent
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